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n-emitting viscosity-sensitive 4,4-
difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene (BODIPY)
probe for plasma membrane viscosity imaging†

Artūras Polita,*a Milda Stancikaitė,b Rokas Žvirblis,c Karolina Maleckaitė, b

Jelena Dodonova-Vaitkūnienė, d Sigitas Tumkevičius, d Arun Prabha Shivabalana

and Gintaras Valinčiusa

Viscosity is a key characteristic of lipid membranes – it governs the passive diffusion of solutes and affects

the lipid raft formation and membrane fluidity. Precise determination of viscosity values in biological

systems is of great interest and viscosity-sensitive fluorescent probes offer a convenient solution for this

task. In this work we present a novel membrane-targeting and water-soluble viscosity probe BODIPY-

PM, which is based on one of the most frequently used probes BODIPY-C10. Despite its regular use,

BODIPY-C10 suffers from poor integration into liquid-ordered lipid phases and lack of water solubility.

Here, we investigate the photophysical characteristics of BODIPY-PM and demonstrate that solvent

polarity only slightly affects the viscosity-sensing qualities of BODIPY-PM. In addition, with fluorescence

lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM), we imaged microviscosity in complex biological systems – large

unilamellar vesicles (LUVs), tethered bilayer membranes (tBLMs) and live lung cancer cells. Our study

showcases that BODIPY-PM preferentially stains the plasma membranes of live cells, equally well

partitions into both liquid-ordered and liquid-disordered phases and reliably distinguishes lipid phase

separation in tBLMs and LUVs.
Introduction

Viscosity is the essential physical characteristic of cell
membranes – it controls diffusion coefficients of lipids and
macromolecules and inuences the passive transport of solutes
across the plasma membrane.1 Furthermore, cell membranes
are microscopically heterogeneous and are able to separate into
liquid-ordered (Lo) and liquid-disordered (Ld) phases that
possess distinct viscosities.2–5 Viscous Lo phases are of partic-
ular biological importance – ordered microdomains of lipids
and proteins, so called lipid ras, play a key role in immune
signaling,6,7 host–pathogen interactions,8,9 cardiovascular
diseases,10 and cancer.11–13 Thus, the ability to distinguish Lo
and Ld phases in live cells would benet studies of membrane
dynamics and biochemical processes associated with lipid ra
formation. Fortunately, lipids in the Lo phase are packed
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tightly, and the Lo phase is much more viscous compared to the
Ld phase, thus the two phases can be distinguished on the basis
of viscosity.14,15 Precise determination of viscosity values in Lo
and Ld phases would allow comparison of lipid packaging
efficiencies and molecular order changes in the plasma
membrane.

Accurate mechanical viscosity measurements in micron-
scale objects are inherently difficult. Additionally, biological
specimens are highly heterogeneous and viscosity values in
protein-rich Lo domains will differ from Ld domains or the
cytoplasm.16 Precise and quantitative viscosity measurements
on the small scale can be made utilizing uorescent class of
compounds called molecular rotors.17–19 Molecular rotors, when
paired with uorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM),
are able to produce spatial microviscosity maps.20–22 The term
microviscosity here refers to the lipid packaging and molecular
mobility of the probe's local environment.23

In the excited state, molecular rotors undergo intra-
molecular rotation, which results in a molecular rotor leaving
the uorescent state.24 As the rate of intramolecular rotation is
directly inuenced by microviscosity, molecular rotors display
great uorescence lifetime and uorescence intensity sensitivity
to local viscosity values.25 In high viscosity environments,
intramolecular motion of molecular rotors is restricted and
radiative decay dominates, leading to increased uorescence
lifetime values and high quantum yields.25 Conversely, in low
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 19257–19264 | 19257
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viscosity environments, non-radiative decay dominates, causing
the decrease in uorescence lifetime and quantum yield. Since
the uorescence intensity is dependent on the local concen-
tration of a uorophore, it is particularly advantageous to
evaluate viscosity values from the uorescence lifetime, which
is independent of the uorophore concentration, and is largely
unaffected by optical properties of the medium or the excitation
setup. Fluorescence lifetimes have been used to quantify
microviscosities of model lipid bilayer systems, as well as live
eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells through FLIM.26–31

Currently, BODIPY-C10/12 (Fig. 1A) is one of the most exten-
sively usedmolecular rotors for viscosity sensing.32,33 Previously,
BODIPY-C10/12 and its derivatives were used to quantify viscosity
in polymers,34 model lipid membranes,35 live cells,36,37 plasma
membrane,38 mitochondria,39 and lysosomes.40 Although BOD-
IPY-C10 has a monoexponential uorescence decay,41 which
greatly simplies data analysis, this rotor lacks affinity for the
higher ordered lipid phases,42 which decreases its ability to
sense the Lo phase. Due to poor partitioning of BODIPY-C10 into
Lo phases, small Lo domains (e.g. lipid ras) are easily missed
in biological samples, and especially in live cells.35

Moreover, BODIPY-C10 suffers from unclear localisation of
the probe in higher ordered lipid bilayers42,43 – around 10–15%
of BODIPY molecules are localised in such a way that viscosity
changes in a bilayer do not alter their intramolecular rotation.35

Ultimately, this lowers the average lifetime values and reduces
the probe's sensitivity to viscosity changes.

In this work, we present a novel BODIPY derivative probe,
BODIPY-PM, which carries a long hydrophobic plasma
membrane (PM) targeting group (C12H25) together with a polar
sulfonate group SO3

−. The combination of a charged sulfonate
group with a hydrophobic tail and the non-polar BODIPY-core,
mimics natural phospholipid structures and enables rm
positioning of BODIPY-PM into the lipid bilayer (Fig. 1B). We
explore the photophysics of BODIPY-PM and its ability to
distinguish Lo and Ld membrane phases in large unilamellar
vesicles (LUVs), tethered bilayer lipid membranes (tBLMs) and
live cancer cells. LUVs and tBLMs represent one of the most
frequently used model lipid bilayer systems and are oen
employed to study and mimic cell membranes.44 Specically, by
comparing uorescence lifetimes of BODIPY-PM in solvents of
different polarities and viscosities, we show that BODIPY-PM is
Fig. 1 (A) Structure of one of the most widely used molecular rotor –
BODIPY-C10, and its improved variant BODIPY-PM. Red arrow indi-
cates intramolecular rotationwhich causes BODIPY to display viscosity
sensitivity. (B) Supposed positioning of BODIPY-PM in the lipid bilayer.
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affected mainly by the viscosity of the solvent. By performing
time-resolved uorescence measurements in LUVs with Lo and
Ld lipid compositions, we demonstrate that BODIPY-PM
successfully distinguishes lipid order and displays vastly
different uorescence lifetimes in Lo and Ld LUVs. Further-
more, with the help of FLIM, we investigate the potential of
BODIPY-PM to distinguish separate Lo domains in tBLMs and
LUVs. Finally, by carrying out FLIM measurements on live lung
cancer cells, we show that BODIPY-PM preferentially localises in
the plasma membrane and is efficient at recognising viscous Lo
phases in the lipid bilayer. To our knowledge, among compa-
rable viscosity probes, BODIPY-PM achieves the largest uo-
rescence lifetime contrast between the Lo and Ld phases. The
narrow emission spectrum of BODIPY-PM allows for the
multiple dye usage in biological samples and offers a conve-
nient alternative to Kuimova's thiophene27,45 or Klymchenko's
solvatochromic dyes.46
Results and discussion
Probe design

Our BODIPY-PM design was based on one of the most appli-
cable and successful rotors up to date – BODIPY-C10. Our intent
was to retain the same mechanism of viscosity sensitivity of
BODIPY-C10, thus we decided to keep the rotation of the phenyl
group versus the BODIPY unhindered and modied the para-
position of the phenyl group. Our aim was to enable the rm
positioning of the probe inside highly ordered lipid phases,
increase the water solubility of the probe and decrease the
possibility of dye aggregation in water. Consequently, we elon-
gated the hydrophobic tail (C12H25) and introduced a sulfonate
group – this combination of substituents mimics the structure
of lipids, with polar sulfonate group emerging from the bilayer
and hydrophobic tail serving as a membrane anchor. In addi-
tion to conferring increased water solubility, the sulfonate
group also disrupts dye–dye interactions and confers resistance
to probe aggregation. Finally, the C12H25 side chain grants the
dye high affinity for ordered lipid bilayer phases and cell
membranes. The synthesis of BODIPY-PM is described in
the ESI.†
Absorption, steady-state and time-resolved uorescence

In order to investigate the spectroscopic properties of BODIPY-
PM, we carried out absorption, steady-state, and time-resolved
uorescence experiments in different polarity solvents from
non-polar [chloroform and dichloromethane (DCM)], to very
polar [dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and water] (Fig. 2). The
absorption spectra of BODIPY-PM consist of a low intensity
band at 300–400 nm and the main band in the 450–550 nm
region with maximum positioned at 503 nm (Fig. 2A). The
uorescence spectra of BODIPY-PM feature a small bath-
ochromic shi with the uorescence peak at 523 nm and
a Stokes shi of 760 cm−1 (Fig. 2A). Additionally, BODIPY-PM
displays almost no uorescence solvatochromism, resulting in
a blue shi of only 3 nm when going from the least polar
chloroform to the most polar water solvent (Fig. 2A). We have
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (A) Fluorescence (dot-dashed lines) and absorption (solid lines) spectra of BODIPY-PM obtained in chloroform, DCM, DMSO and water.
(B) Time-resolved fluorescence decays of BODIPY-PM in chloroform, DCM, DMSO, and water. (C) Time-resolved fluorescence decays of
BODIPY-PMobtained in water–glycerol mixtures of varying viscosities. (D) Fluorescence lifetimes of BODIPY-PM in toluene–castor oil (red dots),
water–glycerol (blue dots) and methanol–glycerol (green dots) mixtures.
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also observed that in very non-polar solvents, such as toluene
and cyclohexane, BODIPY-PM does not completely dissolve and
tends to aggregate, producing characteristic red bands in the
uorescence spectra and increased uorescence lifetimes
(Fig. S1†). In addition, we performed time-resolved uorescence
measurements in chloroform, DCM, DMSO, and water (Fig. 2B).
In the high polarity solvents, the uorescence decays of
BODIPY-PM are monoexponential with uorescence lifetimes
close to 200 ps, while in the low-polarity solvents (cyclohexane,
toluene, chloroform, and DCM) BODIPY-PM displays biexpo-
nential uorescence decays with an insignicant long lifetime
component (0.5–10%) (Fig. 2B and S1†). These data clearly show
that the uorescence lifetimes of BODIPY-PM are minimally
inuenced by the polarity of the solvent. To explore the viscosity
sensitivity of BODIPY-PM, we measured the steady-state and
time-resolved uorescence responses in water–glycerol
mixtures with varying water–glycerol compositions that cover
a viscosity range from 1–930 cP, (Fig. 2C and S4†). The uo-
rescence decays were monoexponential in compositions from
pure water to 40% water–60% glycerol. At higher glycerol
concentrations, the decays become biexponential with low
amplitude short-lifetime component. We note that BODIPY-PM
displays very strong viscosity sensitivity, with uorescence life-
times ranging from 264 ps in pure water to 5127 ps in pure
glycerol. Additionally, we quantied the uorescence lifetime of
BODIPY-PM in non-polar toluene–castor oil and methanol–
glycerol calibrationmixtures (Fig. 2D, S2 and S6†). In contrast to
BODIPY-C10, which possessed uorescence lifetimes ranging
from 300 to 800 ps in the solvents of 0.5 cP viscosity,38 BODIPY-
PM exhibits very similar uorescence lifetimes in mixtures of
different polarity and is mostly inuenced by the viscosity of the
mixture itself (Fig. 2D). The insensitivity of BODIPY-PM to
solvent polarity is particularly important since biological
systems, and especially cells, are highly heterogeneous and
accurate viscosity measurements are only possible if the life-
times are not affected by general solvent effects.47 Because of
small uorescence lifetime values in the non-viscous solvents,
BODIPY-PM features greatly expanded dynamic viscosity range,
which can be calculated from the lifetime ratio at high and low
viscosities, compared to BODIPY-C10. In the methanol–glycerol
mixtures, the dynamic range of BODIPY-PM is 30.0 compared to
11.2 of BODIPY-C10 in the same mixture.41

To conclude, BODIPY-PM shows almost no sensitivity to
solvent polarity and its uorescence lifetime is mainly affected
by the local microviscosity.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Determination of lipid order in LUVs and tBLMs

Next, we explored the viscosity sensitivity of BODIPY-PM in Lo
and Ld lipid phases. We prepared LUVs with two distinct lipid
packaging compositions – pure DOPC and pure POPC for Ld
phases, and DOPC : BSM : Chol and DOPC : DPPC : Chol (5 : 5 :
1) LUVs for Lo phases.48 The steady-state uorescence spectra of
BODIPY-PM in the Lo and Ld phases display no sol-
vatochromism, with maxima located at 521 nm (Fig. 3A). We
note that BODIPY-PM successfully integrates into both Lo and
Ld LUVs without any observable aggregation. Most importantly,
the time-resolved uorescence decays in the Lo phases are
remarkably longer compared to the Ld phases (Fig. 3B), with
biexponential intensity-weighted uorescence lifetimes being
877 and 1607 ps for DOPC and POPC LUVs, respectively. In
contrast, the biexponential uorescence lifetimes of BODIPY-
PM in DOPC : DPPC : Chol and DOPC : BSM : Chol LUVs were
3321 ps and 2167 ps, respectively. Although the biexponential
nature of uorescence decays likely reects different posi-
tioning of the dye in the bilayer and complicates data analysis,
the ability to determine lipid order and discern Lo and Ld
phases is especially important for determination of biologically
relevant Lo phases, and lipid ras, via FLIM, particularly in
heterogeneous lipid systems and live cells.

In addition, we tested BODIPY-PM in gel-phase DMPC and
DPPC LUVs. Even though the lipid packaging density in the gel-
phase is signicantly higher than in Lo phase, the time-resolved
uorescence decays of BODIPY-PM were slightly shorter in
DMPC and DPPC LUVs compared to Lo LUVs (Fig. S8†). It is
likely that the BODIPY core is sterically too large and is unable
to integrate deeply into densely-packed gel-phase bilayers. To
test this hypothesis, we carried out time-resolved uorescence
measurements of gel-phase LUVs in the presence of the
quencher NaI (Fig. 3C and S9†). The uorescence lifetimes of
DMPC LUVs sharply dropped from 2674 ps in NaI-free solution,
to 1405 ps in solutions containing NaI (1 M). In contrast, the
time-resolved uorescence decays of Ld POPC LUVs remained
almost unaffected by the presence of 1 M NaI (Fig. 3C), with
uorescence lifetimes decreasing from 1607 ps in NaI-free
solution, to 1458 ps in the presence of NaI (1 M). This result
indicates that the uorescent core of BODIPY-PM is exposed to
solvent in gel-phase LUVs and only the hydrophobic C12H25 side
chain integrates into the bilayer. On the other hand, the
minimal quenching of BODIPY-PM in Ld LUVs conrms that
BODIPY-PM core is indeed deeply buried inside the bilayer.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 19257–19264 | 19259



Fig. 3 (A) Fluorescence spectra of BODIPY-PM in Ld and Lo LUVs. (B) Time-resolved fluorescence decays of BODIPY-PM in Ld and Lo LUVs. (C)
Time-resolved fluorescence decays of BODIPY-PM in LUVs quenched with NaI. (D) FLIM decays of BODIPY-PM in DOPC : Chol tBLMs with
varying cholesterol levels.
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Next, we explored how cholesterol in tBLMs (see Experi-
mental section for tBLM composition) affects the lifetimes of
BODIPY-PM, using FLIM. Cholesterol is one the most important
lipids in eukaryotic cells and is particularly known for its
ordering and condensing effects on lipid bilayers.49 For the
preparation of tBLMs we chose pure DOPC (Ld), DOPC : Chol
72 : 25, DOPC : Chol 60 : 40, and DOPC : Chol 50 : 50 composi-
tions. The time-resolved uorescence decays of BODIPY-PM in
tBLMs become signicantly longer with increase in cholesterol
concentration, resulting in the intensity weighted biexponential
uorescence lifetimes of 500 and 1900 ps for pure DOPC and
DOPC : Chol 50 : 50 tBLMs, respectively (Fig. 3D).

Importantly, not only is BODIPY-PM capable of dis-
tinguishing between the Lo and Ld lipid compositions, it also
gives valuable insights into the general lipid packaging effi-
ciency and order of the lipids in the bilayer. The ability of
BODIPY-PM to assess the degree of lipid order may be partic-
ularly useful in studying lipid rearrangement in membranes,
the fusion of membranes, and in monitoring the biophysical
changes in the bilayer upon binding of proteins. Moreover, the
minimal quenching displayed by BODIPY-PM in liquid
membranes is a very convenient property for live cell imaging,
since the probe, buried deeply in the bilayer, is shielded from
extracellular proteins, which may interfere with the viscosity
measurements of the plasma membrane.
Imaging of Lo domains in LUVs, tBLMs and live cells

We used FLIM to test BODIPY-PM on LUVs and tBLMs in which
Lo and Ld phase separation occurs (Fig. 4). For this purpose, we
chose DOPC : DPPC : Chol 1 : 1 : 1 LUVs, DOPC : DPPC : Chol 2 :
2 : 1 and DOPC : BSM : Chol 1 : 1 : 1 tBLMs, since large, micron-
scale, Lo domains are easily formed in these compositions.50

The Lo domains in the tBLMs formed with characteristic
geometrical features, analogous to the Lo domains observed
with atomic force microscopy in supported lipid bilayers of
similar compositions.51 We observed successful staining of both
Lo and Ld phases with BODIPY-PM in both tBLMs and LUVs.
The BODIPY-PM showed particularly high affinity for the Lo
phase, with uorescence intensities in the Lo phase being
similar (or even 2-times higher in the DPPC case) compared to
the Ld phase (Fig. 4 top panel). Despite the fact that the uo-
rescence decays in both LUVs and tBLMs were biexponential,
the uorescence lifetimes of BODIPY-PM in Lo and Ld phases
are vastly different, allowing easy determination of lipid phases
19260 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 19257–19264
via FLIM (Fig. 4 middle panel). Curiously, the uorescence
lifetimes in DOPC : DPPC : Chol 1 : 1 : 1 LUVs were notably
higher in both Lo and Ld phases compared to the uorescence
lifetimes in the corresponding phases of the DOPC : DPPC :
Chol 2 : 2 : 1 tBLMs (Fig. 4A and B). We suppose that the
increase in cholesterol concentration not only orders Ld phase,
but also induces order in Lo domains, consequently making
them more viscous. Similarly, tBLMs with high cholesterol
content, such as DOPC : BSM : Chol 1 : 1 : 1, possessed increased
uorescence lifetimes in the Ld phases (Fig. 4C).

Finally, we used FLIM to image BODIPY-PM in A549 live
lung cancer cells (Fig. 4D). BODIPY-PM stained the cells in less
than 5 minutes directly from the aqueous solution at 1 mM
concentration. Notably, no signs of cell toxicity or BODIPY-PM
induced morphology changes were observed aer staining
(Fig. S10†). We also note that BODIPY-PM preferentially
partitions into the plasma membranes of the cells, although
slow internalisation of the dye is also occurring. In addition,
we observed slight clustering of highly ordered lipid domains
in the plasma membranes of lung cancer cells. The ability to
directly observe the heterogeneities of cell membranes, in
combination with lipid order determination, could prove to be
a powerful tool in studying and developing anticancer drugs
that modulate the properties of the plasma membrane.52 The
slow internalisation of BODIPY-PM allows for simultaneous
plasma membrane and cytoplasm viscosity measurements.
The large dynamic range of BODIPY-PM viscosity sensitivity is
particularly convenient in detecting small viscosity changes in
cell membranes.

In the case of human lung cancer cells, the intensity-
weighted uorescence lifetime of BODIPY-PM in the plasma
membrane regions, where the clustering of Lo domains is not
occurring, was about 3250 ps, which corresponds to the
viscosity value of 300 cP in methanol–glycerol calibration
mixtures. In comparison, similar plasma membrane viscosity
values of 290 and 326 cP were obtained by Shimolina et al. in the
colorectal cancer CT26 cells and cervical HeLa cells, respec-
tively.53 In contrast, the uorescence lifetime of BODIPY-PM in
the more ordered plasma membrane regions of the lung cancer
cells was about 3700 ps, corresponding to a viscosity value of
about 400 cP. The intensity-weighted uorescence lifetime of
BODIPY-PM in the cytoplasm ranged from 3250 to 3700 ps,
corresponding to the viscosity values of 130 and 180 cP,
respectively. Similar cytoplasmic viscosity values were reported
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 FLIM of BODIPY-PM in DOPC/DPPC/Chol 1 : 1 : 1 LUVs (A), DOPC/DPPC/Chol 2 : 2 : 1 tBLMs (B), DOPC/BSM/Chol 1 : 1 : 1 tBLMs (C), live
lung cancer cells (D). The top panel shows images of fluorescence intensity. FLIM images are shown in the middle panel; the lifetime scale is in
picoseconds. The corresponding lifetime histograms are shown in the bottom panel. The lifetime of BODIPY-PM shows a clear increase in Lo
(red colour) phases. Scale bars are 1 mm.
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in ovarian cancer cells (SK-OV-3) by Kuimova et al., with an
average intracellular viscosity of 140 cP.54
Conclusions

In conclusion, we have synthesised and explored the capabil-
ities of a new BODIPY-based molecular rotor – BODIPY-PM (A,
Fig. 1). We found that addition of a hydrophobic dodecyl group
(–C12H25) allows the dye to position deeply in liquid-ordered
and liquid-disordered phases of a lipid bilayer. Additionally,
a polar sulfonate group (–SO3

−) provides good water solubility
and enables the easy, non-toxic, staining of the cells from
aqueous solutions. We show that uorescence decays of
BODIPY-PM display minimal sensitivity to solvent polarity, but
are sensitive to viscosity over a large range, from 0.5 to 1000 cP.
Most importantly, FLIM measurements on tBLMs and LUVs,
demonstrate that BODIPY-PM possesses vastly different uo-
rescence lifetimes in lipid-ordered and lipid-disordered envi-
ronments, allowing this probe to successfully distinguish
membrane phase heterogeneities. Additionally, the extent of
lipid packaging in bilayers can be estimated based on the
dynamic range of viscosity sensing of BODIPY-PM. We have also
discovered that BODIPY-PM is localised deeply in non-gel phase
bilayers and is not susceptible to external quenching effects.
BODIPY-PM preferentially stains the plasma membranes of
eukaryotic cells without causing any changes to the cell
morphology.

Overall, our results demonstrate that BODIPY-PM is capable
of probing viscosities in physically distinct membranes, making
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the dye widely applicable in studying lipid packaging and
membrane dynamics in live cells or articial membranes.
Experimental section
Dyes, reagents, and solvents

The synthetic details of BODIPY-PM, with mass and NMR
spectra, are presented in the ESI.† NMR spectra were recorded
on a Bruker Ascend 400 spectrometer (400MHz for 1H, 100MHz
for 13C, 128.4 MHz for 11B, 376.5 MHz for 19F). NMR spectra
were referenced to residual solvent peaks. HRMS spectra were
recorded on a quadrupole, time-of-ight mass spectrometer
(microTOF-Q II, Bruker Daltonik GmbH, Germany). Column
chromatography was performed using silica gel 60 (0.040–0.063
mm) (Merck). Thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed
using TLC-aluminium sheets with silica gel (Merck 60 F254).
Visualisation was accomplished by UV light. Melting points
were determined in open capillaries with a digital melting point
IA9100 series apparatus (Thermo Fisher Scientic) and were not
corrected. Reagents and solvents for the organic synthesis of the
BODIPY compounds were purchased directly from commercial
suppliers; solvents were puried by known procedures. Stock
solutions of 2 mM BODIPY-PM were prepared in methanol or
water and diluted for further experiments in solvents or their
mixtures. All solvents used were spectroscopic grade obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich. DOPC, DPPC, brain sphingomyelin,
cholesterol were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster,
USA). Solvent mixtures were made by mixing reagents at
different ratios.
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 19257–19264 | 19261
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Formation of tBLMs and LUVs

Stock solutions of lipids were mixed in appropriate ratios and
placed under gentle gaseous nitrogen stream for at least 2 hours
to evaporate the chloroform. Aer complete evaporation, PBS
buffer was added on top of lipid lm and the mixture was slowly
re-suspended until the characteristic milk colour appeared,
indicating vesicle formation. The total concentration of lipids in
the PBS solution was 1 mM. Aerwards, vesicle mixtures were
poured on top of the 100 nm thick gold surface of mica and
membranes were allow to form for 2 hours. 20-Tetradecyloxy-
3,6,9,12,15,18,22 heptaoxahexatriacontane-1-thiol (WC14) was
used as an anchoring compound in combination with b-mer-
captoethanol in 3 : 7 molar ratios. For DOPC/DPPC/Chol and
DOPC/BSM/Chol bilayer compositions, the lipids were re-
suspended in hot PBS buffer (60 °C) and the membranes were
formed in an oven, with slow decrease in temperature from 60
to 20 °C over the course of 2 h, aer which, the membranes were
gently washed in PBS buffer and an aqueous solution of
BODIPY-PM (1 mM) was added. The membranes were stained (3
min), followed by removal of non-incorporated dye with a PBS
wash.

LUVs were formed by mixing lipids in appropriate ratios,
evaporating the chloroform under nitrogen stream for at least 2
hours. Aer evaporation, PBS buffer was added on top of the
lm. In the case of gel-phase or mixed-phase LUVs, PBS buffer
was heated to 60 °C. Aer resuspension, mixtures were placed
in an ultrasonic bath (1 h) and extruded through 100 nm or
1000 nm polycarbonate membranes with a syringe extruder
(Avanti Polar Lipids Inc., USA). Extrusions were performed
above the melting temperature of the lipids.
Absorption, steady-state, and time-resolved uorescence

Absorption spectra were measured using a Jasco V-670 spec-
trophotometer. Fluorescence spectra were recorded with
Edinburgh-F900 (Edinburgh Instruments) uorimeter using
Fianium white laser, together with bandpass lters (Thorlabs),
emitting at 488 nm as an excitation source. Fluorescence decays
were measured using time-correlated single-photon counting
(TCSPC). Fluorescence decays had 5000 counts at the peak of
the decay with 20 ns time window being used with 4096 chan-
nels in time domain. 10 mm quartz cuvettes were used for
absorption and uorescence measurements with BODIPY-PM
concentration being up to 1 mM. Fluorescence decays of
BODIPY-PM in solvent mixtures and pure solvents were taken at
20 °C.
Imaging of live cells

Cell imaging experiments were done using the A549 human
lung cancer cell line (ATCC). The cells were cultured in Dul-
becco's Modied Eagle's Medium (DMEM) supplemented with
10% foetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 IU mL−1 penicillin and 100
mg mL−1 streptomycin (Thermo Fisher). The cells were incu-
bated at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Before imaging, cells were seeded
into Ibidi m-Dish (Ibidi) at seeding density of 10 000 cells per mL
and allowed to grow for 24 hours. For cell imaging, cells were
19262 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 19257–19264
kept in the 1 mM solution of BODIPY-PM in PBS for 1 min at 37 °
C and then washed with PBS. FLIM imaging was done using
Leica SP8 with 63× objective (HC PL APO oil immersion, N.A. –
1.4, Leica).
Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM)

FLIM was done with a Leica SP8microscope using 63× objective
(HC PL APO oil immersion, N.A. – 1.4, Leica). The uorescence
decay signal was measured over 505–550 nm range using
488 nm white light laser excitation line. The FLIM images were
produced in 256 × 256 pixel resolution with 256 channels in
time domain, pixels were binned in order to have at least 1000
counts at the peak of the decay curve for reliable biexponential
tting. The instrument response function (IRF) was measured
by recording the laser reection signal off a glass coverslip.
Data analysis

FLIM images were analysed with FLIMFIT soware (v4.6.1,
Imperial College London).55 The biexponential uorescence
decay model with intensity-weighted mean lifetimes was
applied for both FLIM and uorimeter time-correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC) measurements:

~s ¼
P

i

aisi2

P

i

aisi

where ai and si are the amplitudes of the individual compo-
nents. The goodness-of-t parameter (c2) was 1.3 or less for
both FLIM images and uorimeter TCSPC decays. Fluorimeter
TCSPC decays of BODIPY-PM were tted using Edinburgh-F900
soware package F900.
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